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ABSTRACT 

Developing understandable data models as 
blueprints i.e. diagrammatic representations of large 
Databases and Data Warehouses is challenging, 
given the inherent complexity of large systems that 
DB/DW support. In this paper, we present a novel 
color-coding approach aimed at making large data 
models more understandable. The coloring schema 
(CICERO) is presented within an Ontology based 
approach to Data Modeling intended for a domain of 
inquiry comprised of system and problem situations 
primarily occurring in database and data warehouse 
design and integration. Paper also provides 
significant baseline data regarding defects in data 
modeling prior to using model coloring. 

Keywords: Generic Models, Universal Models, 
Ontology-based Data Modeling  

INTRODUCTION 

The focus of our research is primarily on large data 
models and their use in teaching, irrespective of 
diagramming notations (UML, etc.). For this paper, 
we selected the IDEF1X standard notation [10] for 
illustration of our coloring approach to data model 
visualization. Furthermore, we define a large data 
model as a model with between 1,000 and 10,000 key 
terms to be defined – corresponding to individual 
concepts that is entities, attributes, and relationships. 
Subsequently we use orders of magnitude for classes 
of model size so that a small model applies if less 
than a 100 concepts is to be defined, a medium if less 
than one 1000. Similarly, very large models cover 
over 10,000 terms and extremely large models 
involve over 100,000 terms. For practical purposes of 
inquiry we do not expect coloring of a model to be 
effective beyond large size models. It is worth noting 
that, given above definitions of size, the great 
preponderance of models found in literature are small 
to medium.  
A systematic use of color in professional object 
modeling presented in [1] significantly influenced 
our views. Nevertheless, it is our contention that a 
color coding of a data model, with an explicit 
systematic categorical foundation (we may say an 
ontology based approach underneath), is not only 
useful for modeling large systems but can be fairly 

effective in teaching modeling to novices and/or 
students.  Study of complex industrial strength data 
modeling artifacts and knowledge transfer of lessons 
learned by experienced data modelers can both be 
helped with effective use of color. Prior art relevant 
for this work, in terms of modeling generalizations, 
come out of the pattern community, specifically 
works [2, 3, 4], works on Universal [5, 6, 38] i.e. 
standard data models, Generic data models [7, 8, 
9,11], and widely respected data modeling, for 
example [13,14,15,16,17]; representative 
bibliographies can be found in [18], at DAMA 
website and from the authors. 
The paper presents a coloring approach, with 
preliminary results of its use, and is organized as 
follows: a) a section on coloring schema, b) 
discussion of the experimental classroom use of the 
approach for comprehension/tailoring of large models 
such as [5,7, 9], and c) a short conclusion outlining 
expected directions of further study. 

CICERO COLORING SCHEMA 

A scheme (Figures 1-3) features a variation of the six 
base colors for stereotyped categories, and two light 
pastel colors for supplementary archetypes (meta 
categories). The CICERO schema is completed with 
white background intended only for domain specific 
events (processes and facts). To demonstrate the 
intuitiveness of our approach when dealing with large 
data models, we analyzed examples from [5, 7, 8, 11, 
19-22, 27, 32]. The CICERO schema was evolved
during experiments with a generic, that is, domain-
independent approach to data modeling. Nowadays
such work is openly considered an ontology based
framework [38], but that was not clear when we
started with it in 1982. During our work on large
models it become clear that color-coding enhances
the understandability of the meta-structural properties
of models. In this regard, our approach has been
particularly beneficial for students when dealing with
larger models. Ideas for CICERO color selection are
generally derived from [12] as well as from
experiences with and limitations of ERwin.
The categories for which different colors are
proposed are identified by numbers here only in order
to help recognize diagram intent in lack and white
printouts, as we do not recommend this usage. Color
is an additional element of information guiding
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reading (and understanding) of diagrams and 
numbers or color names will only interfere. Any 
further discussion of color palette, hue etc. in black 
and white will be quite inconvenient. The categories 
are numbered with general indication of the color 
used as follows: 
1. Time (blue green)

2. Space (yellow)
3. Subject (light green)
4. Organization (darker green)
5. Object (red)
6. Convention (pink)
7. Role (gray)
8. Description (blue)
9 Event. (white).

<insert Figures 1-5 here> 

The most versatile modeling mechanism is that of a 
ROLE covering multitude of functional 
specializations (for example: employer, customer, 
vendor, insurer, member, auditor, subcontractor, 
lender etc.), and effectively bridging and/or 
generalizing basic active categories (PERSON, 
SUBJECT, and ORGANIZATION). Similarly 
DESCRIPTION can be attached to pretty much 
everything to provide metadata and/or details. Model 
expansion (building) mechanisms are composition 
(relating types) and decomposition (expanding 
types). Methodological observation: understanding of 
a domain typically starts with enumeration of types 
where structural static properties are conveyed by 
specialization and by hierarchical decomposition 
represented by identifying relationships extending 
types within the same category. Furthermore ‘laws of 
the domain’ are expressed in direct links to 
applicable Conventions, Space and Time. Capture of 
the systems dynamics is later on accomplished piece-
mail by relating Events with relevant categories, the 
most obvious meta-example is data warehouse star 
schema with a fact table connected to relevant 
dimensions. The generic framework from static 
analysis is to be completed with dynamics, 
anticipating desirable changes and that is where the 
skill of abstraction gets really tested and modelers 
earn their reputation. Individual experience and 
persuasiveness are challenged in the global 
environment where a shared meaning for a wide 
community (i.e. an ontology) is a precondition for 
successful systems development and integration. 

BASELINE CHARACTERIZATION 

We can now state a not so humble requirement to 
simplify presentation of larger examples and provide 
visual consistency enabling recognition and use of 
patterns in teaching and learning of data modeling, 
but in reality the CICDERO coloring schema 
appeared at first almost as an afterthought aimed at 
helping transferring lessons learned during decades 
of large scale data modeling, to students. Our 
students of data modeling were having hard time 
orienting in anything but trivial size system models. 
It is the primary claim of our approach that coloring 
helped students in model comprehension.  We can 
offer only one simple numerical comparison here as a 
‘proof’ and revisit that when more data points (only 9 
cases involved some use of coloring) are obtained. 
Statistical data regarding normalized defect density, 
forming our baseline, without use colors, are obtained 
over a period of 25 years on over 750 cases involving 
close to four thousand individuals (good number of 
them professional information system developers), 
with a breakdown shown in Table1. 

<insert Tables 1-3 here> 

While we accumulated quite a rich data sets for the 
baseline (without using color) we do not have at this 
point statistics regarding cases using the color (except 
preliminary examples which are experimental in 
nature and may best be excluded in any future 
analysis). The only quantitative comparison offered 
in this paper is really indirect and imperfectly 
measured, it is related to the time to operationalize a 
data model, meaning to introduce domain, 
conceptualize, implement, test (in most of the cases 
with Oracle 7 and above), and answer some questions 
on a brief project review.  Anecdotal evidence 
indicates that meaningful customization of large 
models was possible under comparable time limits (to 
the times estimated per baseline data sets, Table-1, 
dealing with small to medium size cases) with large 
size models explicitly based on mature i.e. 
standardized baseline models [5, 19- 32]; and it was a 
shared opinion among students and faculty that 
without the help of categorization and the CICERO 
coloring schema the tasks would have been 
untenable.

CONCLUSIONS 

Our expected directions of future study can be 
summarized as follows: detail analysis of large data 
models, such as those mentioned in [20-32], and a 

further formulation and refinement of a viable 
method to model and design databases and data 
warehouses within the context of generic categories 
aka dimensions in data warehousing, (colored using 
CICERO schema) per each respective application 
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domain. Related to that is our desire to perform 
substantial statistical analysis of the effectiveness of 
the use of color in data modeling, by various 
audiences and under varying conditions (notations, 
tools, previous experiences etc. etc.). The timeframe 
for data collection, unless other researchers join will 
be about 5-10 years. We had not addressed 
ontological choices made regarding generic 
categories underpinning CICERO scheme, references 
[33-36] are of interest but the topic requires a 
separate treatment and much further study. 
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Figure 4. General Struc ture: Compos ite
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Figure 5. Process Fact in f ocus
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Table 1. Field data sets from our practice, average time estimate for >90% cases is 3-5 weeks 
 
Industry 
Workshops 

Industry  
Design Reviews 

Undergraduate  
Student projects 

Graduate  
Student projects 

Summary per 
Notation Used 

Number of cases= 41 

Avg. model size= 106 

Defect Density= 26% 

Number of 
cases=26 

Avg. model 
size=288 

D. Density=21% 

Number of cases=64 

Avg. model size=45 

Defect Density=37% 

Number of cases=34 

Avg. model size=61 

Defect Density=34% 

Chen ERA 
Cases=165 

Size [45-288] 

Defects [21-37%]  

Number of cases=54 

Avg. model size=78 

Defect Density=21 

Number of 
cases=16 

Avg. model 
size=128 

D. Density=19 

Number of 
cases=208 

Avg. model size=69 

Defect Density=28 

Number of 
cases=189 

Avg. model size=76 

Defect Density=23 

Idef1X 
Cases=467 

Size [59-128] 

Defects [19-28%] 

Number of cases= 9 

Avg. model size=77 

Defect Density=27 

NA Number of cases=21 

Avg. model size=44 

Defect Density=39 

Number of cases=1 

model size=67 

Defect Density=31 

Oracle’s CASE 
Cases=41 

Size [44-77] 

Defects [27-39%] 
NA NA Number of cases=25 

Avg. model size=56 

Defect Density=41 

Number of cases=69 

Avg. model size=102 

Defect Density=35 

UML 
Cases=94 

Size [56-102] 

Defects [33-41%] 
Cases= 104 

Avg. size= [77-106] 

Defects [21-27%] 

Cases=42 

Avg. size= [128-
288] 

Defects[19-21%] 

Cases=318 

Avg. size=[44-69] 

Defects=[28-41%] 

Cases=293 

Avg. size=61-102] 

Defects=[31-35%] 

Total: Cases=757 

Size= [44-288] 

Defects=[19-41%] 
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Table 2 Exploratory data using CICERO coding (defects data incomplete) 
Industry  Model Review Undergraduate  Students Graduate  Students Notation Used 

cases=1;  size > 2000 

Time~ 4 Weeks 

cases=8; size>1000 

Time~ 6 Weeks 

cases=1; size >1000 

Time ~5Weeks 

Idef1X 

cases=1; l size > 1000 

Time~ 3 Weeks 

cases=4; size >1000 

time ~  6 Weeks 

NA Oracle’s CASE

cases=1 ; size > 2500 

Time~  5 Weeks 

NA NA UML

Table 3. Types of Defects for Different Notations (stabilized version since 2005)
UML Class Diagram IIDEF1X ERA (with CICERO)  Chen’s ERA Variations/ORACLE  

Missing a class Missing en entity Missing en entity 

Missing an attribute Missing an attribute Missing an attribute 

Missing an association Missing a relationship Missing a relationship 

Needless class Needless entity Needless entity 

Needless attribute Needless attribute Needless attribute

Incorrect multiplicities Incorrect multiplicity Incorrect multiplicity 

Wrong class name Wrong entity name Wrong entity name 

Wrong association name Wrong relationship/role name Wrong relationship/role name 

Needless associations Needless relationship Needless relationship 

aggregation/composition NA NA

Incorrect cardinality limits Incorrect optional/mandatory relationship *Incorrect rel exclusivity or  optionally

Wrong relationship type Wrong relationship type 

Incorrect inheritance Incorrect supertype/subtype Incorrect supertype/subtype

Missing subtype/supertype Missing subtype/supertype 

Wrong attribute name Wrong attribute name Wrong attribute name 

Wrong std domain/attribute used Wrong std domain/attribute used 

Missing standardized domain/attribute  Missing standardized domain/attribute  

Wrong type Wrong definition of std att-domain Wrong definition of std att- domain 

Missing ‘Domain’ Area Missing Subject Area Missing Subject Area 

Incorrect Domain/package  Incorrect Subject Area Incorrect Subject Area (submodel) 

Needless subject Area Needless subject Area Needless subject Area 

Confusing Diagram Layout Confusing Diagram Layout Confusing Diagram Layout 

Wrong categorization/color assigned 

Wrong text note Wrong text note Wrong text note 

Diagram not attributed Diagram not attributed Diagram not attributed 


